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Kuwait, Kuwait is O-rich town...
with oil wells and gold ...
even with dusty sandy land..
attractive with its sea summer
the sun smilingly bode
a good beginning of the day
and the evening whole is shining
covered with much light
united bridge with the other countries
reached out its hand for brotherhood
with working visas people are multiplied
in the troubled time
kuwait, kuwait a distant country
to the Bulgarians strong and nice
we work for everlasting integration and wish it 
to be for ever

Open hearted to everyone
For poor and rich to the world
This will unite us for ever
Surely will save us now
Without spite and hated, revenge
The clever offspring’s to make their way
To look at them with admiration
Let it be our dream!
To the sick and hopeless people
The hand hold out to them

They are looking for our support 
We are their salvation now
And let the short moments
Of happiness, love and beauty
Be the way to the success
And the power for our fate
The kind hearted and talented people
To be tolerated now
Not but with envy and attacks
To crash down the approached heights
And let the chauvinism noticed
Cross out the hand writing of the aggression
And let us with our ambition for unity
Boost our good deeds!
Let us be together for common purposes 
That be the motto now
On the way to the interests of society
With a new look at general welfare
And let the abandoned egoism
make way to the justice
During its time the pessimism be forgotten
Giving uplift to the progress

Thank  fulness to doctors nurses even through from 
all nations
I pay my respect to you by the following words:
“I heartily thank you for everything”

The language among us with warmth brought us 
together in work and solitude with continuity and 
delicate power our friendship is protection
With india kuwait and pakistan egipt philippines 
and even bangladesh gradation our relations sup-
ports and in our work we all are united
For people’s health we keep awake and each diver-
sion we trace with labour obstinacy goodness we 
leave behind our track
Thank fullness to all of you now 
I ardently offer my words to you
In brotherhood, security, good hand on behalf of all 
of you thank you
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